Present your patients with the option to pay from their mobile device or tablet.

- Mobile Responsive Interface, scales to any mobile device
- Branded with your logo and colors
- Customize email and text message content
- Offer prompt-pay discounts and payment plans
- Offer settlements on balances that you are preparing to write off or transfer to collections.

**Functionality**

1. Establish and customize email, MMS and SMS text messages and schedule campaigns
2. Import patient balance through our flexible, integrated solution options
3. Connect through outbound email and text campaigns
4. Patients pay in full or establish a payment plan
5. Funds are deposited in your bank account

**Benefits**

- Increase patient satisfaction
- Connect with patients on the move
- Increase collections including low balances
- Reduce staff time
- Go paperless and reduce postage costs
- Access a full suite of reports and dashboards to monitor patient adoption and revenue metrics

Call us today 888.227.5932 - Ext. 2